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Across
2. of, relating to, or having the form of a hexagon

3. a movable article of personal property.

5. Never leaves his house

6. not divided or shared with others

8. beyond or deviating from the usual or expected

9. put into service

10. to find out definitely

13. add details, as to an account or idea

14. to seek information from

16. failure to be present

21. act between parties with a view to reconciling 

differences

24. meeting requirements

26. Jem's and Scout's father

28. Jem teaches him how to swim

29. Scout's older brother

30. The narrator of the book

31. liable to sudden unpredictable change

32. diffusing warmth and friendliness

34. remove something, as by lifting, pushing, or 

taking off

37. force somebody to do something

38. very unhappy

39. a remark or comment, especially an adverse 

criticism

40. a sudden short attack

41. be willing to yield

42. shortened and detached when played or sung

43. in complete agreement

44. an authoritative pronouncement

45. crudely or tastelessly colorful

46. showing curiosity

47. to commit theft

Down
1. Mayella's father

4. an enlightening or astonishing disclosure

7. characteristic of an absolute ruler or absolute 

rule

11. The town where Scout lives

12. do something that one considers to be below 

one's dignity

15. a druggist; a pharmacist

17. remove something, as by lifting, pushing, or 

taking off

18. spotlessly clean and fresh

19. "Raped" by Tom Robinson

20. refuse to accept

22. inclined to silence

23. to make milder or less severe; relieve; ease; 

mitigate

25. in deplorable condition

27. taken, done, used, etc., surreptitiously

33. Wrongly convicted for rape

35. strong feelings of embarrassment

36. prove negative; show to be false


